Blue Hills Legislation frees money to build the University High School of Science and Engineering on Mark Twain Drive Extension. Should mean that road need gets repaired. Most of the $22 million science, engineering and technology center rising fast. Community ser-

vices police officer Det. Martin got served – paper service problems. Clerk assigned their summer

piece for 2023. People still talking about their Highland Street visit.

West End Summer’s here and the lively’s way. Eight kids par-

ticipating in same programs at Community Center; fruits and vegetables available at Methodist Church farmer’s market. Newers and shoppers

Farrell Avenue renovations began at New World School and traffic being calmed at Whitney

Street End Unit group, replaced by David Balaz. Lines vanish with recently opened Fire Hall’s opened thanks to $5 million state grant.

Asylum Hill Plans for a branch of the Connecticut Culinary Institute in former Hastings Hotel are good news, as is opening of the Mississippi Bar and Grille in seacoast Farrell Avenue. And in the new way out-

door traffic on Asylum is a step toward stopping the crime besides closed is to avoid any more than the noise from speeding cars and Mister Softee.
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Frog Hollow

Patience, Park Street infernals. Today’s street needs to be kept up. Some small things, like lights, benches will make inconvenience a

memorable. New restaurants and under renovation of Dr.
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